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WELCOME!

Thirty-five years ago I wrote the first few books that launched MWP. This year, after more than a decade of “radio silence,” I wrote a new book, Onward & Upward, that shares my evolution. Now I appreciate even more our esteemed authors, who have gone to great lengths to dig deep and share what they believe is critical information for your success in writing and making your great films.

The mission of MWP books has always been to kick open the doors to moviemaking and bring you what was once held as “industry secrets” whether they be in screenplay structure, camera moves, editing, or financing techniques. We have succeeded because our readers have succeeded and have come back to us for more.

As a result, we have some 2 million books in print worldwide. Over 800 film courses use our books. Some books appear in over a dozen languages. Thank you for letting us contribute to your creative efforts.

Onward,

Michael Wiese
Publisher/Filmmaker

WRITING THE SCIENCE FICTION FILM
Robert Grant

A remarkable guidebook of the imagination...

Science fiction is the most creative genre available for exploring the human condition... and also the most profitable. Explore classic sci-fi films such as Blade Runner, Aliens, and Star Wars, while learning how to craft your own powerful new worlds.

Writing the Science Fiction Film describes the kinds of stories that work best as science fiction, explores the parameters of the science fiction genre, and shows what science fiction can offer to writers that other genres cannot.

“Robert Grant takes you on a fascinating journey through cinematic otherworlds, showing how the genre has changed over the years while remaining one of the most popular. Concise and illuminating.”

—Joe Dante, director: Gremlins, Explorers, Innerspace, Small Soldiers

Robert Grant is a filmmaker, screenwriter, critic, and script consultant based in London. A core member of the team behind the The London International Festival of Science Fiction and Fantastic Film.

$26.95 • 260 PAGES • ORDER #192RLS • ISBN 9781615931361

SAVE 25% AT MWP.COM
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S MOVIE MAKING MASTER CLASS
Learning About Film from the Master of Suspense
Tony Lee Moral

Alfred Hitchcock did indeed teach master classes in filmmaking, but only to a handful of fortunate colleagues and students in private settings. In this new book by one of the world’s leading Hitchcock experts, you too will learn at the side of “The Master of Suspense.”

With the cooperation of the Hitchcock Estate, Tony Lee Moral presents an insider’s guide and “master class” to director Alfred Hitchcock, using examples from his 52 classic films and quotes from contemporary filmmakers he has inspired.

“Positive coverage of one of the giants of film — I was privileged to be taught by him in that craft — always with courtesy, humor, and great insight. I am indebted to him.”
—Barbara Leigh-Hunt, star of Frenzy

Tony Lee Moral is an award-winning documentary filmmaker and the author of two best-selling books on Alfred Hitchcock, Hitchcock and the Making of Marnie and The Making of Hitchcock’s The Birds.

$26.95 • 240 PAGES • ORDER #193RLS • ISBN 9781615931378

THE HIDDEN TOOLS OF COMEDY
The Serious Business of Being Funny
Steve Kaplan

While other books give you tips on how to “write funny,” The Hidden Tools of Comedy offers a paradigm shift in understanding the mechanics and art of comedy itself, and the proven, practical tools that help writers translate that understanding into successful, commercial scripts. Steve Kaplan unlocks the unique secrets and techniques of writing comedy, deconstructing sequences in popular films and television to show when comedy works, when it doesn’t, and why.

“Fresh insights with a ‘why didn’t I think of that’ on every page. Steve Kaplan is a true comedy maven. Don’t know what that is? Read this book, and you will. You may even turn into one yourself.”
—Ellen Sandler, co-executive producer: Everybody Loves Raymond; author: The TV Writer’s Workbook

Steve Kaplan has been the industry’s most sought-after expert on comedy writing and production.

$26.95 • 280 PAGES • ORDER #194RLS • ISBN 9781615931408
ONWARD & UPWARD
Reflections of a Joyful Life
Michael Wiese

“Michael Wiese is a modern shaman whose lifelong quest has been to discover what is possible in the physical, intellectual, and spiritual worlds. But who could have imagined that he would become the publisher of more books on film in English than anyone else in the world? While other shamans may meditate and gaze inward for revelation, Wiese follows The GOYA Principle (Get Off Your Ass…) and he does. From Bali to the jungles of Peru and New York, Wiese’s search for an ethical existence filled with meaning has constantly pushed him on. Reading Onward & Upward is a joyous, often humorous, and moving experience.”
—Howard Suber, professor, UCLA film school; author, The Power of Film

“The memoir of a rare and wonderful man, who has lived a truly extraordinary life.”
—John Robbins, author, Diet for a New America

Michael Wiese is a publisher and filmmaker who is currently making “Sacred Journey” films. With his wife Geraldine Overton he launched Divine Arts, a new book imprint.

$26.95 • 258 PAGES • ORDER #ONWARD • ISBN 9781615931392
SHAKESPEARE FOR SCREENWRITERS
Timeless Writing Tips from the Master of Drama
J. M. Evenson

“To be, or not to be; that is the question.” — William Shakespeare’s Hamlet.

Millions of people worldwide recognize these lines as some of the most powerful ever written. Every writer aspires to create a character like Hamlet or a love story like Romeo and Juliet. But how did Shakespeare create characters of such compelling psychological depth? What makes his stories so romantic, funny, heartbreaking, and gripping? Why have his creations stood the test of time? Shakespeare for Screenwriters breaks down the characters, stories, and scenes of the most beloved dramas ever written to uncover timeless storytelling secrets that screenwriters can use.

“All the world’s a stage, and this is the book you need in your library, whether you’re a screenwriter, novelist, playwright, filmmaker, or just want to understand how Shakespeare managed to write such wonderful stories and create those fabulous characters! I love Shakespeare for Screenwriters!”

—Elizabeth English, Founder & Executive Director of the Moondance International Film Festival

J. M. Evenson is an award-winning teacher of Shakespeare, composition, and film. As a writer in Los Angeles, she has worked with a variety of studios and production houses, from DreamWorks to Focus Features.

$19.95 • 180 PAGES • ORDER #195RLS • ISBN 9781615931415

MASTER SHOTS VOL 3 • COMING IN AUGUST
The Director’s Vision
100 Setups, Scenes and Moves for Your Breakthrough Movie
Christopher Kenworthy

Master Shots has been one of the most successful filmmaking book series of all time. Master Shots Vol 1, 2nd edition and Master Shots Vol 2 have generated cumulative sales of more than 60,000 copies and critical acclaim throughout the world. In this new volume, Kenworthy helps directors define their vision in every shot. This book provides the techniques to make a breakthrough film.

“Finally! Someone has had the cleverness, initiative, and imagination to set down on paper a film language that has been passed down and amalgamated only by word of mouth since the days of Méliès and D. W. Griffith. Like Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary of the English Language, Christopher Kenworthy’s Master Shots series seeks to make tangible and permanent what otherwise might be gone with the wind.”

—John Badham, Director, Saturday Night Fever, WarGames, Short Circuit, Author, I’ll Be in My Trailer and John Badham on Directing; Professor of Media Arts, The Dodge School, Chapman University


$26.95 • 238 PAGES • ORDER #196RLS • ISBN 9781615931545

NEW TITLES
JOHN BADHAM ON DIRECTING

Notes from the Set of Saturday Night Fever, WarGames, and more
John Badham

Veteran director John Badham explains the elements of action and suspense and dissects the essentials of any good scene from any genre. Badham’s list of “12 Questions You Must Ask Before Stepping On Set” is an absolute must in any filmmaker’s toolbox. Whether actor, director, cinematographer, production designer, or any other creative, Badham gives you the tools to deconstruct and solve scenes that either don’t work or need sharpening. Continuing the work begun in his best-selling book I’ll Be In My Trailer, Badham shares more insights into working with difficult actors, rehearsal techniques, and getting the best performance from your cast.

“Ace director John Badham’s handbook, John Badham on Directing, is a mercifully non-academic, extremely practical, and very entertaining look at the task of making pictures, covering just about every aspect of the director’s job. It is not in the least didactic, and includes a multitude of quotes from other filmmakers that are also most illuminating. The book is quite charming as well, and should become a standard text.”
—Peter Bogdanovich

John Badham is a director and producer of theatrical films and television. His areas of expertise are working with actors, action, suspense and fantasy films.

$26.95 • 240 PAGES • ORDER #197RLS • ISBN 9781615931385

MAKE YOUR STORY REALLY STINKIN’ BIG

How to Go from Concept to Franchise and Make Your Story Last for Generations
Houston Howard

Houston Howard’s “360 Story Weaving Process” allows creative minds to take their single concept and develop it to its full potential. A creative, yet straightforward manual on how to take one concept and turn it into a franchise that will last generations.

“Make Your Story Really Stinkin’ Big has given me answers to unanswered questions and expanded on my own experience and knowledge of creating a marketable product with the story in your head. No more guesswork and wasting time and money. You have arrived at the motherload of time-saving, money-sparing, and sanity-salvaging information.”
—Charity Parenzini, Writer, Telly Award-winning Producer

Houston Howard is a recognized leader known for crafting strategic vision used to achieve business and creative goals.

$18.95 • 200 PAGES • ORDER #200RLS • ISBN 9781615931552
WRITERS REHAB
A 12-Step Program for Writers Who Can’t Get Their Acts Together
D.B. Gilles

Writers Rehab is designed to be a comprehensive self-help book in the form of a 12-step program for writers of all genres who’ve lost their way, are floundering, questioning their talent, filled with self-doubt, suffering from addiction, envy, depression, procrastination, and other challenges.

“In his earthy, human, and extremely lucid style, Gilles spells out how you can find much greater satisfaction and success in your writing through a 12-step approach. It’s a must-read for writers who struggle with their art, which would be all of us.”
—Christopher Vogler, author, The Writer’s Journey

“Writers Rehab takes a clever premise and uses it to deliver surprising amounts of wisdom, support, and guidance to writers of all stripes.”
—Dennis Palumbo, psychotherapist and author; co-writer of My Favorite Year

D.B. Gilles is one of the most in-demand script consultants and writing coaches in the country. He is on the faculty of The Undergraduate Film & Television Department at New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts, where he teaches screenwriting and comedy writing.

$12.95 • 156 PAGES • ORDER #198RLS • ISBN 9781615931569

REWRIITE – 2ND EDITION
Strengthen Structure, Characters, and Drama In Your Screenplay: 2nd Edition
Paul Chitlik

Legendary screenwriting instructor and award-winning writer Paul Chitlik presents an easy-to-read, step-by-step process to take your script from first draft to submission draft. He reveals the hidden structure of screenplays, sequences, and scenes, as he guides you through the process of examining your draft, restructuring it, and populating it with believable, complex, and compelling characters. Along the way he outlines how to make your action leap off the page and your dialogue crackle. While the first edition was widely used in film school rewriting classes, it was also recommended as an introduction to screenwriting craft by a number of professors and professionals. Paul Chitlik has included, for the second edition, more examples, exercises, and applications for television, the web, and other media, using a wide range of citations in film, television, and the Internet to underline his approach.

Paul Chitlik is a screenwriter/producer/director who has written for all the major networks and studios. He was story editor for The New Twilight Zone, and staff writer for Showtime’s Brothers.

$22.95 • 236 PAGES • ORDER #199RLS • ISBN 9781615931576

SAVE 25% AT MWP.COM
SAVE THE CAT!®
The Last Book on Screenwriting That You’ll Ever Need
Blake Snyder

He made millions of dollars selling screenplays to Hollywood and here screenwriter Blake Snyder tells all. “Save the Cat!” is just one of Snyder’s many ironclad rules for making your ideas more marketable and your script more satisfying — and saleable.

$19.95 • 216 PAGES • ORDER #34RLS
ISBN 9781932907001

THE WRITER’S JOURNEY – 3RD EDITION
Mythic Structure for Writers
Christopher Vogler

See why this book has become an international best seller and a true classic. The Writer’s Journey explores the powerful relationship between mythology and storytelling in a clear, concise style that’s made it required reading for movie executives, screenwriters, playwrights, scholars, and fans of pop culture all over the world.

$26.95 • 448 PAGES • ORDER #76RLS
ISBN 9781932907360

MEMO FROM THE STORY DEPT.
Secrets of Structure and Character
Christopher Vogler & David McKenna

The long-awaited sequel to Christopher Vogler’s immensely successful and influential handbook on mythic screenwriting, The Writer’s Journey: Mythic Structure for Writers, Vogler and his colleague, Columbia University film professor David McKenna, have produced an authoritative guide to advanced tools of structure and character development for screenwriters, novelists, game designers, and film students. Users of the book will find a complete set of precision tools for taking their stories, step-by-step, through a quantum leap in writing quality.

$26.95 • 280 PAGES • ORDER #164RLS
ISBN 9781932907971

SAVE THE CAT! GOES TO THE MOVIES
The Screenwriter’s Guide to Every Story Ever Told
Blake Snyder

In this sequel to his bestseller, Save the Cat!, author and screenwriter Blake Snyder returns to form in a fast-paced follow-up that proves why his is the most talked-about approach to screenwriting in years. In the perfect companion piece to his first book, Snyder delivers even more insider’s information gleaned from a 20-year track record as “one of Hollywood’s most successful spec screenwriters,” giving you the clues to write your movie.

$24.95 • 270 PAGES • ORDER #75RLS
ISBN 9781932907353
THE HOLLYWOOD STANDARD – 2ND EDITION
The Complete and Authoritative Guide to Script Format and Style
Christopher Riley

Written by a professional screenwriter whose day job was running the vaunted script shop at Warner Bros., this book is used at USC’s School of Cinema, UCLA, and the acclaimed Act One Writing Program in Hollywood, and in screenwriting programs around the world.

$24.95 • 208 PAGES • ORDER #130RLS ISBN 9781932907636

CINEMATIC STORYTELLING
The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions Every Filmmaker Must Know
Jennifer Van Sijll

This book is intended to help writers and directors more fully exploit the medium’s inherent storytelling devices. It contains 100 non-dialog techniques that have been used by the industry’s top writers and directors. From Metropolis and Citizen Kane to Dead Man and Kill Bill, the book illustrates — through 500 frame grabs and 75 script excerpts — how the inherent storytelling devices specific to film were exploited.

$24.95 • 230 PAGES • ORDER #35RLS ISBN 9781932907056

YOUR SCREENPLAY SUCKS! 100 Ways to Make It Great
William M. Akers

No longer will you worry that a producer or story executive will toss your script in the garbage at page fifteen because Your Screenplay Sucks! Akers’ checklist will eliminate all the flaws in your screenplay, guaranteeing a cover-to-cover read.

$19.95 • 220 PAGES • ORDER #851RLS ISBN 9781932907452

THE COFFEE BREAK SCREENWRITER
Writing Your Script Ten Minutes at a Time
Pilar Alessandra

At last, leading Hollywood screenwriting instructor Pilar Alessandra shows everyone who’s ever wanted to write a screenplay how to do it — without quitting their jobs or leaving their families.

$24.95 • 280 PAGES • ORDER #149RLS ISBN 9781932907803

RIDING THE ALLIGATOR
Strategies for a Career in Screenplay Writing (and not getting eaten)
Pen Densham

This is the first book that explores both specific screenplay writing techniques, while simultaneously imparting industry-tested strategies for carving out a successful, long-term career.

$24.95 • 280 PAGES • ORDER #165RLS ISBN 9781932907841

STEALING FIRE FROM THE GODS – 2ND EDITION
The Complete Guide to Story for Writers & Filmmakers
James Bonnet

Unlocking the secrets of story reveals the secrets of the mind and awakens the power of story within you. Master that power and you can create stories that will live forever.

$26.95 • 275 PAGES • ORDER #67RLS ISBN 9781932907117
REFLECTIONS OF THE SHADOW
Creating Memorable Heroes and Villains
Jeffrey Hirschberg
If you are a new or experienced screenwriter, producer, director, or studio executive, you will be riveted by the analysis of how memorable heroes and villains are created.
$26.95 • 290 PAGES • ORDER #131RLS • ISBN 9781932907612

MYTH AND THE MOVIES
Discovering the Mythic Structure of 50 Unforgettable Films
Stuart Voytilla
This comprehensive book offers a greater understanding of why some films continue to touch and connect with audiences generation after generation.
$26.95 • 300 PAGES • ORDER #39RLS • ISBN 9781932907612

AND THE BEST SCREENPLAY GOES TO...
Learning from the Winners: Sideways, Shakespeare in Love, Crash
Dr. Linda Seger
This book provides a thorough investigation into Academy Award–winning screenplays, giving you the nitty gritty details of how an Academy Award script was created.
$26.95 • 312 PAGES • ORDER #138RLS • ISBN 9781932907836

HORROR SCREENWRITING
The Nature of Fear
Devin Watson
Learn why horror works and how to write a solid horror screenplay well grounded in the tricks of the grave.
$26.95 • 232 PAGES • ORDER #133RLS • ISBN 9781932907605

STORY LINE
Finding Gold in Your Life Story
Jen Grisanti
As a Story Consultant and former VP of Current Programs at CBS/Paramount, most of the author’s work with writers has focused on creating standout scripts by elevating story.
$26.95 • 250 PAGES • ORDER #156RLS • ISBN 9781932907896

MY STORY CAN BEAT UP YOUR STORY
Ten Ways to Toughen Up Your Screenplay from Opening Hook to Knockout Punch
Jeffrey Alan Schechter
In a clear, step-by-step fashion, this book is a fun, eye-opening, brain-expanding, and often irreverent guide to writing stories that sell.
$19.95 • 200 PAGES • ORDER #158RLS • ISBN 9781932907933

PSYCHOLOGY FOR SCREENWRITERS
Building Conflict in Your Script
William Indick, Ph.D.
William Indick clearly describes theories of personality and psychoanalysis with simple guidelines, exercises, film images, and hundreds of examples from movies.
$26.95 • 281 PAGES • ORDER #32RLS • ISBN 9780941188876

THE POWER OF THE DARK SIDE
Creating Great Villains and Dangerous Situations
Pamela Jaye Smith
Conflict is the very heart and soul of drama. Mythologist Pamela Jaye Smith's latest book explores character conflict and a multitude of ways to achieve it.
$22.95 • 266 PAGES • ORDER #82RLS • ISBN 9781932907438

INNER DRIVES
How to Write and Create Characters Using the Eight Classic Centers of Motivation
Pamela Jaye Smith
Inner Drives goes to the very source of character motivation and action by exploring the fascinating world of archetypes, mythology, and the chakra system.
$26.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #32RLS • ISBN 9781932907032

SCREENWRITING FOR TEENS
The 100 Principles of Screenwriting Every Budding Writer Must Know
Christina Hamlett
This book gives teens the tools to do more than just watch movies: it gives them the tools to write their own films.
$18.95 • 246 PAGES • ORDER #62RLS • ISBN 9781932907186

SAVE 25% AT MWP.COM
YOU’RE FUNNY!
Turn Your Sense of Humor into a Lucrative New Career
D.B. Gilles

You’re Funny! covers the different ways to earn a living as a comedy writer and will help you determine if you can actually make a living writing jokes and making people laugh.

$19.95 • 185 PAGES • ORDER #160RLS • ISBN 9781932907957

THE SCREENWRITER WITHIN – 2ND EDITION
New Strategies to Finish Your Screenplay & Get a Deal!
D.B. Gilles

The second edition of The Screenwriter Within is like having D.B. Gilles as your personal career coach.

$22.95 • 250 PAGES • ORDER #169RLS • ISBN 9781615930579

SOMETHING STARTLING HAPPENS
The 120 Story Beats Every Writer Needs to Know
Todd Klick

Something Startling Happens reveals the 120 minute-by-minute story genome that unites all successful films. It shows you what makes a great movie tick.

$26.95 • 250 PAGES • ORDER #170RLS • ISBN 9781615930593

THE INNER GAME OF SCREENWRITING
20 Winning Story Forms
Sandy Frank

The Inner Game of Screenwriting goes through each of the twenty Inner Game Archetypes, and, through examples and exercises, explains how to construct them and let them make your screenplay a hit.

$18.95 • 140 PAGES • ORDER #173RLS • ISBN 9781615930616

THE STORY SOLUTION
23 Actions All Great Heroes Must Take
Eric Edson

Eric Edson has developed a new tool for bringing depth and passion to any screenplay — the “23 Actions All Great Heroes Must Take.”

$26.95 • 332 PAGES • ORDER #171RLS • ISBN 9781615930845

WRITING THE COMEDY BLOCKBUSTER
The Inappropriate Goal
Keith Gigilio

Dying is easy, comedy is hard. So infuse some life in your comedy blockbuster and buy this book.

$22.95 • 229 PAGES • ORDER #176RLS • ISBN 9781615930852

THE WAY OF STORY
The Craft & Soul of Writing
Catherine Ann Jones

The Way of Story is an integrative approach to writing all forms of narrative, illustrated with evocative insights from the author’s own professional journey.

$22.95 • 200 PAGES • ORDER #73RLS • ISBN 9781932907322

WHAT ARE YOU LAUGHING AT?
How to Write Funny Screenplays, Stories & More
Brad Schreiber

The definitive book on how to “write funny” is the first to compare writing comedic screenplays with fiction and non-fiction in all forms.

$19.95 • 278 PAGES • ORDER #114RLS • ISBN 9780941188838

ELEPHANT BUCKS
An Inside Guide to Writing for TV Sitcoms
Sheldon Bull

Sheldon Bull, who has written over 300 sitcom episodes, provides this comprehensive guide so that you can write that killer spec sitcom script and launch your career as a TV sitcom writer.

$24.95 • 280 PAGES • ORDER #68RLS • ISBN 9781932907278
THE MORAL PREMISE
Harnessing Virtue & Vice for Box Office Success
Stanley D. Williams, Ph.D.
This book explains how the Moral Premise — a statement of truth about the protagonist’s psychological predicament — is a fundamental part of every successful movie’s structure.
$24.95 • 219 PAGES • ORDER #68RLS • ISBN 9781932907131

TALK THE TALK
A Dialogue Workshop for Scriptwriters
Penny Penniston
Talk the Talk is a focused exercise regimen exclusively for dialogue writing. With twenty simple lessons, plus writing exercises for every level, Talk the Talk gives scriptwriters a complete tool kit for mastering the art of dialogue writing.
$24.95 • 250 PAGES • ORDER #139RLS • ISBN 9781932907074

WRITING SUBTEXT
What Lies Beneath
Dr. Linda Seger
Partly a how-to book, partly an exploration of this important topic, Writing Subtext explores all the underlying meanings that lie beneath the words, images, and actions in film, which are also applicable to any kind of fiction writing.
$16.95 • 178 PAGES • ORDER #163RLS • ISBN 9781932907964

THE VIRGIN’S PROMISE
Writing Stories of Feminine Creative, Spiritual, and Sexual Awakening
Kim Hudson
The Virgin’s Promise clearly outlines the steps of a Virgin’s Journey to realize her dream and describes this journey with beats that feel incredibly familiar but have not been illustrated in any other screenwriting book.
$19.95 • 180 PAGES • ORDER #142RLS • ISBN 9781932907728

THE WOMAN IN THE STORY
Writing Memorable Female Characters
Helen Jacey
Venturing where other screenwriting guides fear to tread, The Woman in the Story provides screenwriters and storytellers with a groundbreaking creative paradigm for the creation of memorable female characters.
$26.95 • 225 PAGES • ORDER #148RLS • ISBN 9781932907797

MIND YOUR BUSINESS
A Hollywood Literary Agent’s Guide to Your Writing Career
Michele Wallerstein
In highly readable prose, the writer explains how to get ahead and what to expect in meetings, negotiations, and social situations, launching you and your now-saleable screenplay down the road to Hollywood success.
$24.95 • 224 PAGES • ORDER #165RLS • ISBN 9781932907766

THE LAST WORD
Definitive Answers to All Your Screenwriting Questions
Tom Lazarus
A comprehensive, practical resource with over a hundred informative chapters that give the reader screenwriting techniques to raise the level of their writing and the marketability of their scripts.
$22.95 • 230 PAGES • ORDER #164RLS • ISBN 9781615931194

DAN O’BANNON’S GUIDE TO SCREENPLAY STRUCTURE
Inside Tips from the Writer of Alien, Total Recall & Return of the Living Dead
Dan O’Bannon with Matt R. Lohr
Dan O’Bannon (1946–2009), the acclaimed writer/director presents a masterful collection of the storytelling wisdom and insights that he used to create mega-hit classic motion pictures.
$26.95 • 246 PAGES • ORDER #188RLS • ISBN 9781615931309

FORENSIC SPEAK
How to Write Realistic Crime Dramas
Jennifer Dornbush
Born out of the author’s real-life experiences growing up around death investigation, Forensic Speak identifies and unlocks the keys to forensic science.
$29.95 • 250 PAGES • ORDER #189RLS • ISBN 9781615931316

SYMBOLS • IMAGES • CODES
The Secret Language of Meaning in Film, TV, Games, and Visual Media
Pamela Jaye Smith
Symbols • Images • Codes is an accessible collection of visual images in a wide range of categories that will help you express your message through the most powerful medium in existence.
$29.95 • 160 PAGES • ORDER #168RLS • ISBN 9781932907742
Film Directing: Shot by Shot — with its famous blue cover — is the best known book on directing and a favorite of professional directors as an on-set quick reference guide.

This international best seller is a complete catalog of visual techniques and their stylistic implications, enabling working filmmakers to expand their knowledge.

$27.95 • 366 PAGES • ORDER #7RLS
ISBN 9780941188104

Cinematic Motion has helped directors create a personal camera style and master complex staging challenges for over a decade. In response to the opportunities offered by digital technology, this second edition adds essential chapters on digital visualization and script breakdown.

Steven Katz uses extensive illustrations to explain how to create extended sequence shots, elaborate moving camera choreography, and tracking shots with multiple story points. Interviews with top Hollywood craftspeople demonstrate how to bring sophisticated ideas to life.

$27.95 • 362 PAGES • ORDER #121RLS
ISBN 9780941188906

Master Shots has rocketed to the top of the charts as one of the finest books on filmmaking. In this second edition, every image has been digitally remastered for clarity and additional text has been written as a direct response to feedback from readers of the first edition. One of the best just got better!

$26.95 • 362 PAGES • ORDER #179RLS • ISBN 9781615930876

Building on the success of the best-selling Master Shots, this book goes much deeper, revealing the great directors’ secrets for making the most of the visual during the usual static dialogue scene. A strong scene is determined from where you put the camera and how you position and direct your actors. This is especially true when shooting dialogue. The techniques in Master Shots Vol 2 ensure that every plot point, every emotion, and every subtle meaning is communicated clearly.

$26.95 • 240 PAGES • ORDER #167RLS • ISBN 9781615930555
DIRECTING ACTORS
Creating Memorable Performances for Film and Television
Judith Weston

This book provides a method for establishing creative, collaborative relationships with actors, getting the most out of rehearsals, troubleshooting poor performances, giving briefer directions, and much more. It addresses what actors want from a director, what directors do wrong, and constructively analyzes the director-actor relationship.

$26.95 • 314 PAGES • ORDER #4RLS
ISBN 9780941188241

BEST SELLER
THE FILM DIRECTOR’S INTUITION
Script Analysis and Rehearsal Techniques
Judith Weston

The craft of directing is well known to include shot composition and understanding of the technology. But directors need to know how to prepare so that their ideas achieve a level of intuitive truth.

A filmmaker’s most precious assets — not just for directing actors, but for all the storytelling decisions — are his instincts, imagination, and intuition. Judith Weston gives away the secrets that can keep an imagination alive and free a director’s intuition, so everyone on the set can function at full creativity.

$26.95 • 250 PAGES • ORDER #111RLS
ISBN 9780941188784

BEST SELLER
FROM WORD TO IMAGE – 2ND EDITION
Storyboarding and the Filmmaking Process
Marcie Begleiter

We are telling thousands of stories through media that did not even exist eight short years ago. Never have so many visual storytellers been able to say so much with so little to so many.

$26.95 • 248 PAGES • ORDER #134RLS • ISBN 9781932907474

THE WORKING FILM DIRECTOR – 2ND EDITION
How to Arrive, Survive & Thrive in The Director’s Chair
Charles Wilkinson

This new edition adds entirely new and up-to-the-minute focus on the current world of the entry-level filmmaker, the filmmaker looking to move up, and the director who’s fighting to reinvent a once promising career.

$26.95 • 300 PAGES • ORDER #190RLS • ISBN 9781615931323

SETTING UP YOUR SHOTS – 2ND EDITION
Great Camera Moves Every Filmmaker Should Know
Jeremy Vineyard

Using examples from over 300 popular films and providing detailed examples, this is the 2nd edition of one of the most successful filmmaking books in history.

$22.95 • 160 PAGES • ORDER #84RLS • ISBN 9781932907421

ANIMATION UNLEASHED 100 Principles Every Animator, Comic Book Writer, Filmmaker, Video Artist, and Game Developer Should Know
Ellen Besen with illustrations by Bryce Hallett

Key information for every facet of animation production is offered in an easy to understand format.

$24.95 • 260 PAGES • ORDER #89RLS • ISBN 9781932907490

THE CITIZEN KANE CRASH COURSE IN CINEMATOGRAPHY
A Wildly Fictional Account of How Orson Welles Learned Everything About the Art of Cinematography in Half an Hour. Or Was it a Weekend?
David Worth

An entertaining “graphic textbook” on the basics of cinematography.

$19.95 • 152 PAGES • ORDER #86RLS • ISBN 9781932907649
CINEMATOGRAPHY FOR DIRECTORS  
A Guide For Creative Collaboration  
Jacqueline B. Frost  
This book guides directors toward a more powerful collaboration with their closest ally, the cinematographer.  
$29.95 - 292 PAGES - ORDER #127RLS - ISBN 9781932907551

I’LL BE IN MY TRAILER  
The Creative Wars Between Directors & Actors  
John Badham and Craig Modderno  
Director John Badham has a bookload of knowledge to pass along in this inspired and insightful must-read for directors at all levels of their craft.  
$26.95 - 239 PAGES - ORDER #58RLS - ISBN 9781932907148

DIRECTING FEATURE FILMS  
The Creative Collaboration Between Directors, Writers, and Actors  
Mark W. Travis  
Directing Feature Films takes you through the entire creative process of filmmaking — from concept to completion.  
$26.95 - 402 PAGES - ORDER #96RLS - ISBN 9780941188432

SETTING UP YOUR SCENES  
The Inner Workings of Great Films  
Richard D. Pepperman  
Here, for the first time, is an awe-inspiring guide that takes you into the inner workings of classic scenes revealing the aspects that make them great.  
$24.95 - 245 PAGES - ORDER #42RLS - ISBN 9781932907087

FIRST TIME DIRECTOR  
How to Make Your Breakthrough Movie  
Gil Bettman  
In the highly competitive marketplace where too many films vie for too little screen space, first time directors must meet the visual standards as established by Spielberg, Scorsese, and Stone. Gil Bettman arms you with the information and strategies to meet these ideals.  
$27.95 - 300 PAGES - ORDER #113RLS - ISBN 9780941188777

THE FILM DIRECTOR’S BAG OF TRICKS  
Get What You Want from Writers and Actors  
Mark W. Travis  
Inspired by Travis’ 40+ years of experience working with writers and directing actors, The Film Director’s Bag of Tricks guides the reader step-by-step through a process of understanding, acquiring, and then practicing some of the most subtle and powerful directing techniques.  
$22.95 - 230 PAGES - ORDER #168RLS - ISBN 9781615930562

THE STORYBOARD ARTIST  
A Guide to Freelancing in Film, TV, and Advertising  
Giuseppe Cristiano  
A career guide for those who have artistic talent but don’t know how to harness the power of their own creativity. A visual and straightforward manual describing the various aspects of the storyboarding profession.  
$24.95 - 210 PAGES - ORDER #175RLS - ISBN 9781615930838
THE SOUND EFFECTS BIBLE
How to Create and Record Hollywood Style Sound Effects
Ric Viers

The Sound Effects Bible is a complete guide to recording and editing sound effects. The book covers topics such as microphone selection, field recorders, the ABCs of digital audio, understanding Digital Audio Workstations, building your own Foley stage, designing your own editing studio, and more.

$26.95 • 260 PAGES • ORDER #90RLS
ISBN 9781932907443

THE LOCATION SOUND BIBLE
How to Record Professional Dialog for Film and TV
Ric Viers

The Location Sound Bible is a complete guide to recording dialog on location. Topics include audio basics, microphone selection, wireless systems, recording and mixing techniques, and the Ten Location Sound Commandments, but it’s more than just cables and connectors. This book takes you behind the scenes of Ric Viers’ work on feature films, television shows, broadcast news, courtroom dramas, music videos, and more.

$29.95 • 354 PAGES • ORDER #185RLS
ISBN 9781615931200

SOUND DESIGN
The Expressive Power of Music, Voice, and Sound Effects in Cinema
David Sonnenschein

When it comes to crafting a distinctive atmosphere for your film, sound design is as important as art direction and cinematography, and it can also be an effective tool in expressing the personalities of your characters. This groundbreaking book shows you how to use music, dialogue, and sound effects to provoke an emotional reaction from your audience.

$19.95 • 245 PAGES • ORDER #11RLS
ISBN 9780941188265

FILMMAKING FOR TEENS – 2ND EDITION
Pulling Off Your Shorts
Troy Lanier & Clay Nichols

With over 20 hours of video being uploaded to YouTube every minute, how can a young filmmaker possibly stand out? By reading and applying the tools of Filmmaking for Teens young filmmakers can learn everything they need to know about how to make a great short film.

The updated edition of this classic manual for young filmmakers includes numerous additions reflecting the enormous changes impacting the world of digital video.

$26.95 • 240 PAGES • ORDER #137RLS
ISBN 9781932907643

THE SOUND DESIGN / PRODUCTION
THE SOUND EFFECTS BIBLE
SOUND DESIGN
THE LOCATION SOUND BIBLE
FILMMAKING FOR TEENS – 2ND EDITION
FILM PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT 101 – 2ND EDITION
Management and Coordination in a Digital Age
Deborah S. Patz
This new edition has undergone a comprehensive update to address the shifting balance between digital and film technologies and to pave the way as we progress further into the digital age.
$39.95 • 540 PAGES • ORDER #147RLS • ISBN 9781932907582

FILM & VIDEO BUDGETS – 5TH EDITION
Deke Simon
For over a decade, this classic budgeting book has helped filmmakers. The 5th edition of this all-time standard includes new material on preproduction and high-definition, as well as an update of all budgets.
$29.95 • 477 PAGES • ORDER #143RLS • ISBN 9781932907735

GETTING IT DONE The Ultimate Production Assistant Guide
Joshua A. Friedman
A Production Assistant job could be your ENTRY TICKET to Hollywood. This book provides everything you need to get the job and become an indispensable player on the set.
$20.95 • 200 PAGES • ORDER #155RLS • ISBN 9781932907869

BYTE-SIZED TELEVISION
Create Your Own TV Series for the Internet
Ross Brown
Byte-Sized Television is a first of its kind, all-in-one guide to creating short-form TV series for the Internet.
$26.95 • 240 PAGES • ORDER #153RLS • ISBN 9781932907865

MAKING IT BIG IN SHORTS – 2ND EDITION
The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films
Kim Adelman
This second edition of The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films contains over 35% new material, including new information on funding, the increasingly popular 48-hour filmmaking challenges, and new media opportunities.
$22.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #128RLS • ISBN 9781932907582

THE POWER OF FILM
Howard Suber
This book examines the patterns and principles that make films popular and memorable, and will be useful both for those who want to create films and for those who just want to understand them better.
$27.95 • 466 PAGES • ORDER #61RLS • ISBN 9781932907179

PRODUCER TO PRODUCER A Step-by-Step Guide to Low-Budget Independent Film Producing
Maureen A. Ryan
Everything you need to know — all in one place — to produce your independent film or documentary, from the Academy Award-winning co-producer of Man on Wire.
$39.95 • 350 PAGES • ORDER #146RLS • ISBN 9781932907759

COSTUME DESIGN 101 – 2ND EDITION The Business and Art of Creating Costumes for Film and Television
Richard la Motte
This book takes the reader by the hand and leads them, step-by-step, through the process of becoming a professional costume designer for film and television.
$26.95 • 210 PAGES • ORDER #138RLS • ISBN 9781932907698

YOU CAN ACT! A Complete Guide for Actors
D.W. Brown
You Can Act! describes, with humor and inspiration, every detail necessary for fulfilling any role you might be called upon to perform.
$24.95 • 350 PAGES • ORDER #126RLS • ISBN 9781932907568

CASTING REVEALED A Guide for Film Directors
Hester Schell
Wanna make a great movie? Get a great cast! Casting Revealed will show you how and where to find the best actors, regardless of your budget, and what to do when they are standing in front of you waiting for your brilliant direction.
$20.95 • 200 PAGES • ORDER #154RLS • ISBN 9781932907872

THE ULTIMATE FILMS
Kim Adelman
The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films
$22.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #128RLS • ISBN 9781932907582

DEBORAH S. PATZ
Management and Coordination in a Digital Age
$22.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #128RLS • ISBN 9781932907582

MAKING IT BIG IN SHORTS – 2ND EDITION
The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films
Kim Adelman
This second edition of The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films contains over 35% new material, including new information on funding, the increasingly popular 48-hour filmmaking challenges, and new media opportunities.
$22.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #128RLS • ISBN 9781932907582

THE ULTIMATE FILMS
Kim Adelman
The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films
$22.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #128RLS • ISBN 9781932907582

DEBORAH S. PATZ
Management and Coordination in a Digital Age
$22.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #128RLS • ISBN 9781932907582

MAKING IT BIG IN SHORTS – 2ND EDITION
The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films
Kim Adelman
This second edition of The Ultimate Filmmaker’s Guide to Short Films contains over 35% new material, including new information on funding, the increasingly popular 48-hour filmmaking challenges, and new media opportunities.
$22.95 • 264 PAGES • ORDER #128RLS • ISBN 9781932907582
VOICEOVERS  Everything You Need to Know About How to Make Money with Your Voice  Terri Apple
Terri Apple’s Voiceovers is the most extensive, informative book that covers everything you need to know about making money in the lucrative world of voiceovers.
$26.95 • 300 PAGES • ORDER #157RLS • ISBN 9781615930569

SO, YOU’RE A CREATIVE GENIUS... NOW WHAT?  Carl King
You’re bright but no job? Create your own by learning how to carve out your own creative space in the competitive world of media.
$18.95 • 192 PAGES • ORDER #162RLS • ISBN 9781615930576

REALITY TV  An Insider’s Guide to TV's Hottest Market  Troy DeVolld
Reality TV demystifies the world of writing and producing Reality television in a fun, accessible way that’s as entertaining to Reality fans as it is informative to students and established creatives looking to enter one of the most explosive genres in television.
$24.95 • 200 PAGES • ORDER #166RLS • ISBN 9781615930795

FILMMAKING FOR CHANGE  Make Films That Transform the World  Jon Fitzgerald
Industry veteran Jon Fitzgerald has developed a new manual for making socially relevant films on a low budget, from concept development through production, from marketing through distribution.
$26.95 • 248 PAGES • ORDER #186RLS • ISBN 9781615931217

CONQUERING YOUTUBE  101 Pro Video Tips to Take You to the Top  Jay Miles
Conquering YouTube is designed as a fun, easy to read text. Walks any videographer — from a true amateur to an experienced filmmaker — through all the steps necessary to create exciting and memorable videos for the Web.
$26.95 • 235 PAGES • ORDER #159RLS • ISBN 9781615930795

HOLLYWOOD GAME PLAN  How to Land a Job in Film, TV, or Digital Entertainment  Carole M. Kirschner
Hollywood Game Plan is an in-depth, how-to guide for aspiring Hollywood hopefuls. It provides a concrete, step-by-step strategy to land a job in the entertainment industry.
$26.95 • 220 PAGES • ORDER #178RLS • ISBN 9781615930869

LETTERS TO YOUNG FILMMAKERS  Creativity & Getting Your Films Made  Howard Suber
Letters to aspiring directors, producers, screenwriters, and other creatives from one of the world’s leading teachers of film is a blend of success, failure, and life lessons which unfold from a wise and wonderful collection of simple personal letters.
$20.95 • 214 PAGES • ORDER #177RLS • ISBN 9781615930630

MAKING THE TRANSFORMATIONAL MOMENT IN FILM  Unleashing the Power of the Image (with the films of Vincent Ward)  Dan Fleming
This book is a unique exploration of the transformational process that turns film’s raw material into deeply moving and provocative experiences.
$29.95 • 240 PAGES • ORDER #174RLS • ISBN 9781615930609

MAKE FILM HISTORY  Rewrite, Reshoot, and Recut the World’s Greatest Films  Robert Gerst
Make Film History is an entirely new concept: a “read it–learn it–do it” introduction to the movies. It is both a book and a hands-on website.
$26.95 • 250 PAGES • ORDER #187RLS • ISBN 9781615931224
SELLING YOUR STORY IN 60 SECONDS
The Guaranteed Way to Get Your Screenplay or Novel Read
Michael Hauge


$12.95 • 150 PAGES • ORDER #64RLS
ISBN 9781932907209

THE PERFECT PITCH – 2ND EDITION
How to Sell Yourself and Your Movie Idea to Hollywood
Ken Rotcap

If you want to sell ANYTHING in the world, including yourself, you’ve got to learn how to create the Perfect Pitch. A good pitch can mean the difference between seeing your name on a lucrative studio contract or a rejection form letter.

$19.95 • 216 PAGES • ORDER #92RLS
ISBN 9781932907520

THE SCRIPT-SELLING GAME – 2ND EDITION
A Hollywood Insider’s Look at Getting Your Script Sold and Produced
Kathie Fong Yoneda

While the first edition focused mostly on film and television movies, the second edition includes a new chapter on animation and another on utilizing the Internet to market yourself and find new opportunities.

$19.95 • 248 PAGES • ORDER #161RLS
ISBN 9781932907919

DIGITAL VIDEO SECRETS
What the Pros Know and the Manuals Don’t Tell You
Tony Levelle

Here are 100 simple digital video shooting secrets that “everyone knows” but no one will tell you. This is a “cheat sheet book” for every first-time filmmaker which is filled with practical ready-to-use information.

$24.95 • 200 PAGES • ORDER #88RLS
9781932907676

PRODUCING WITH PASSION
Making Films That Change the World
Dorothy Fadiman and Tony Levelle

Producing with Passion is not about making Hollywood films or eye candy. It’s about applying your entire being to the job at hand in making a difference with your life, your life’s work, and by gathering a group around you to create media miracles.

$22.95 • 260 PAGES • ORDER #83RLS
ISBN 9781932907445

GREENSCREEN MADE EASY
Keying and Compositing Techniques for Indie Filmmakers
Jeremy Hanke and Michele Yamazak

This book pulls back the curtain and makes greenscreen accessible and a standard tool for indie and student filmmakers without a budget.

$19.95 • 180 PAGES • ORDER #93RLS
ISBN 9781932907544

SAVE 25% AT MWP.COM
THE INVISIBLE CUT
How Editors Make Movie Magic
Bobbie O’Steen

Bobbie Osteen explains the mysterious art of editing by analyzing the “out” and “in” frames of the actual cuts from America’s greatest movies.
$28.95 • 344 PAGES • ORDER #74RLS • ISBN 9781932907537

CUT TO THE CHASE
Forty-Five Years of Editing America’s Favorite Movies
Sam O’Steen as told to Bobbie O’Steen

Sam O’Steen was a world-renowned editor who helped shape many of the most influential movies in motion-picture history. Now he tells you how.
$24.95 • 249 PAGES • ORDER #11RLS • ISBN 9780941188660

THE EYE IS QUICKER
Film Editing: Making a Good Film Better
Richard D. Pepperman

Did you ever want to know how to apply simple and practical work techniques to all that film editing theory? Here is an authentic “how-to” guide — adaptable to all tools and technologies — to make you a better editor of film or video.
$27.95 • 248 PAGES • ORDER #119RLS • ISBN 9780941188455

CUT BY CUT – 2ND EDITION
Editing Your Film or Video
Gael Chandler

Completely revised and updated for the digital era, this second edition is both a comprehensive guidebook and a friendly, dependable companion for anyone taking the editor’s path or wishing to understand it better.
$36.95 • 400 PAGES • ORDER #102RLS • ISBN 9781615930906

FILM EDITING
Great Cuts Every Filmmaker and Movie Lover Must Know
Gael Chandler

This one-of-a-kind book is your “must have” cheat sheet to learning to make great cuts. Great for filmmakers, students or anyone who wants to see how the editor makes us believe.
$34.95 • 220 PAGES • ORDER #129RLS • ISBN 9781932907629

BANKROLL – 2ND EDITION
A New Approach to Financing Feature Films
Tom Malloy

This second edition has been completely updated and revised to reflect the ever-changing landscape of film financing with a strong emphasis on international financing, new distribution methods, and the power of pitching.
$39.95 • 220 PAGES • ORDER #182RLS • ISBN 9781615930890

THE ART OF FILM FUNDING – 2ND EDITION
Alternative Financing Concepts
Carole Lee Dean

In this new and updated edition of The Art of Film Funding, veteran fundraiser and filmmaker Carole Dean tells you everything you need to know to get your film project off the ground.
$26.95 • 362 PAGES • ORDER #183RLS • ISBN 9781615930913

CROWDFUNDING FOR FILMMAKERS
The Way to a Successful Film Campaign
John T. Trigonis

Crowdfunding for Filmmakers offers practical information, tips, and tactics for launching a successful film financing campaign, utilizing today’s technological and social innovations, and augmenting each step with an added personal touch.
$26.95 • 255 PAGES • ORDER #191RLS • ISBN 9781615931330

THE COMPLETE FILMMAKER’S GUIDE TO FILM FESTIVALS
Your All Access Pass to Launching Your Film on the Festival Circuit
Rona Edwards and Monika Skerbelis

Loaded with examples and inspiring yet pragmatic information, this step-by-step guide to film festivals offers filmmakers a bird’s eye view of what it takes to have a successful festival experience.
$26.95 • 362 PAGES • ORDER #180RLS • ISBN 9781615930883

THE COMPLETE INDEPENDENT MOVIE MARKETING HANDBOOK
Promote, Distribute & Sell Your Film or Video
Mark Steven Bosko

If you’re an independent filmmaker looking for information on how to market, distribute, and find audiences for your movies and videos, you’ll discover it here.
$39.95 • 300 PAGES • ORDER #108RLS • ISBN 9780941188760
GETTING THE MONEY
A Step-by-Step Guide for Writing Business Plans for Film
Jeremy Juuso

The only step-by-step guide on the market for how to write a film business plan.

$26.95 • 240 PAGES • ORDER #132RLS
ISBN 9781932907643

SHAKING THE MONEY TREE – 3RD EDITION
The Art of Getting Grants and Donations for Film and Video Projects
Morrie Warshawski

Considered the “bible” on fundraising for independent noncommercial film and video, this new expanded 3rd edition takes media makers into the 21st century.

$26.95 • 188 PAGES • ORDER #135RLS
ISBN 9781932907667

INDEPENDENT FILM DISTRIBUTION – 2ND EDITION
How to Make a Successful End Run Around the Big Guys
Phil Hall

Independent Film Distribution offers a unique insider’s guide to understanding how the distribution side of the motion picture industry operates.

$24.95 • 352 PAGES • ORDER #152RLS
ISBN 9781932907858

ON TOUR NOW! This theatrical presentation is now touring art theaters, museums, and universities around the U.S. To arrange a showing in your community, contact kenlee@mwp.com. For more info see pp 44-45 or visit www.sacredjourneysfest.com.
THE SHAMAN & AYAHUASCA
Journeys to Sacred Realms
a film by Michael Wiese

“A gem of a movie — beautifully photographed and with an evocative soundtrack — filled with insights into the practice of Ayahuasca shamanism in the Upper Amazon.”
—Steve Beyer, author, Singing to the Plants

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #SHAMAN
72 MINUTES • ISBN 9781932907834

LIVING WITH SPIRITS
10 Days in the Jungle with Ayahuasca
a film by Michael Wiese

Ayahuasca is a visionary plant brew. Whoever is brave enough to drink it will meet spirits and have visions of other worlds and realms.

Through the auspices of Peruvian shaman Don José Campos, filmmaker Michael Wiese undertook a 10-day “dieta” where he ate a special diet and drank plant medicines. This video diary-style film documents this extraordinary once-in-a-lifetime experience.

$19.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #LIVING
60 MINUTES • ISBN 9781615931347

TALKING WITH SPIRITS
Journeys into Balinese Spirit Worlds
a film by Michael Wiese

“A riveting film... visually beautiful, compulsive, and thought-provoking viewing.”
—Sacred Hoop magazine

“Opens the door to a new level of cultural and spiritual experience.”
—Kathie Fong Yoneda, studio executive

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #TALKING
90 MINUTES • ISBN 9781932907988

THE SACRED SITES
OF THE DALAI LAMAS
A Pilgrimage to Oracle Lake
a film by Michael Wiese

The film takes us on a pilgrimage to the sacred power spots of the early Dalai Lamas in Tibet.

“Sacred Sites is visually rich, with footage of an incredible variety of Buddhist sites. While its sprawling outdoor shots of mountains and valleys are gorgeous, the real beauty of this documentary is in how it captures ordinary people in their environments... offers a glimpse of things so rarely seen.”
—Tricycle magazine

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #TIBET
2 HOURS • ISBN 9781932907216
THE OLD LADY’S FINGER
And Other Mahamudra Teachings
Lama Chime Rinpoche
Produced and Edited by Michael Wiese

In this rare film appearance, Lama Chime transmits Mahamudra teachings that have been passed down in an unbroken line of oral transmissions from the 10th-century scholar Naropa. All proceeds go to the Dharma Trust charity.

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #LAMACHIME
70 MINUTES • ISBN 9781615931163

HARDWARE WARS Collector’s Edition DVD
Written and Directed by Ernie Fosselius
Produced by Michael Wiese

This is the acknowledged granddaddy of all Star Wars parodies — and George Lucas’ favorite. It’s time you were reunited with your old friends and foes like Fluke Starbucker, Augie Ben Doggie, Princess Anne-Droid, Ham Salad, and the evil Darth Nader!

$14.95 • DVD REGION 0 • ORDER #HARD DVD
1 HOUR • ISBN 0941188477

DOLPHIN ADVENTURES a film by Michael Wiese and Hardy Jones

Jacques Cousteau tried. Pioneer dolphin researcher John Lilly said it couldn’t be done. But in 1978, a ship of fools set out to swim in the open oceans with wild dolphins. A “close encounter of the aquatic kind,” this classic film documents the first recorded human/wild dolphin encounter in modern times.

$24.95 • DVD ALL REGIONS • ORDER #DOLPDVD
75 MINUTES • ISBN 9781932907599
Introducing a new series of eBooks with HD video and audio

**MASTER YOUR SHOTS IN A NEW WAY.**

This new series of eBooks with HD video provides a visual feast for movie fans and filmmakers alike. Based on the best-selling line of books by Christopher Kenworthy, *Master Shots* divulges the great directors’ most thrilling secrets, teaching the techniques you need to pump up the passion and style of your film or video project.

Learn more at MWP.COM